
Stage 1 Get Off the X
Scenario: You are surprised by a gang of hoodlums.  Get off the X by moving to cover.  Engage the threats from 
behind cover.    

Course of Fire:  Start on either X.  At the signal, draw, move to cover and engage the threats as they appear with 
two rounds each.  Threats can be engaged while moving to cover.  At least one threat must be engage from each 
side of the barrier.  
12 rounds minimum
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Scenario:  Skills Test, qualifier 

Course of Fire:   Start in P1 facing up-range, surrender 
position, pistol loaded with no more than 6 rounds. Spare 
magazines should be carried.  At the signal turn and engage T-
1  and T2 with 2 rounds each freestyle.   Advance to barrier P2 
engage T3 with two rounds freestyle from each side of the 
barrier using cover.   A slide lock reload behind cover is 
required.  Advance to P3, engage T4 with two rounds strong 
hand only from strong side of barrels using cover,  transition 
to support hand engage T3 with two rounds support hand only 
from support hand side of the barrels using cover.

*NOTE No Pickup shots, for safety reasons T4 MUST be 
engaged strong hand first.  
  
12 rounds only

Classification results
Cumulative time plus penalties 
--------------------------------------------     
Master 1 - 12
A 12.01- 21
B 21.01 -30
C 30.01 - 39
D 39.01 - 48
Novice48.01 - 90
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Stage 3  Shoot house 

Scenario:  Bandits have taken over your house.  Engage the bad guys to save the innocents.  

Course of Fire:  Start on left or right side of the outside wall.  
Engage threats as you see them, open doors as needed.  Dropper 
target must fall to score.  

12 rounds minimum
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Stage 4 Triple Trouble
Scenario:  You encounter three guys full of bad intent.  While engaging them you are injured, stay in 
the fight.  
Course of Fire:  From behind the barrier draw and fire two rounds at each of the three threats with 
freestyle.  Perform your choice of reload using the barrier for cover.  Transition the pistol to your 
support hand and reengage each of the three threats with two rounds each.
12 rounds minimum   
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